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Chapter 1

1.1

Introduction

It has been considered that Pierre de Fermat did not contribute much if anything
to the theory of magic squares. This seems to be mostly due to the influence of
Bernard Frénicle de Bessy who became the foremost authority in the area.1 He
catalogued all 880 order 4 magic squares. He did not value Fermat’s work very
high.
However studying the magic square constructions of Fermat that can be
found from his correspondence reveals an original idea that can be used to build
magic squares of any order, associative ordinary ones (whenever associative
squares are possible) and bordered ones as well.
In what follows Fermat’s magic objects are introduced and his own method
will be used to reconstruct his unfinished magic square of order 22. His idea of
”self-supporting blocks” will be applied then to magic squares of odd and even
order and finally the method will be developed further for perfect magic cubes.

1.2

Definitions

Order N (ordinary) magic square is a NxN formation of N 2 numbers - usually
distinct positive integers - such that the sum of entries in each row, column
and diagonal is equal. This sum M is called magic sum or magic constant. If
the entries in the square are the consecutive integers from 1 to N 2 , the magic
square is called normal. For normal order N magic square the magic sum M is
M = N (N 2 + 1)/2. Magic square is called associative, if every pair of entries
placed opposite to square center, sum up to same constant 2M/N. Entries of
such a pair are said to be complementary to each other. Bordered magic square
remains magic after removing one or more of its outer layers. Magic constant
is reduced accordingly and is relative to the remaining size of the square. The
layers of cells of the square are called borders or orbits. Our use of concept
bordered square (and bordered cube) is somewhat unconventional. Rather than
1 [MAH,

p.293 footnote23 and p.314]
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arithmetically the bordering is accomplished geometrically here. The difference
will be explained later in the text.
We call a NxNxN formation of N 3 numbers - usually consecutive integers - a
perfect magic cube if the entries in every unbroken line (of length N) within cube
sum up to same constant M, the magic constant. For order N cube there are
3N 2 + 6N + 4 such lines:N 2 rows, N 2 columns, N 2 pillars, 6N diagonals of the
sliced squares parallel to the cube’s faces and 4 ”space diagonals” or triagonals
between opposite corners of the cube. This is the old definition for perfect
magic cube and we use it here too. The definitions for normal, associative and
bordered magic cube are obvious generalizations of those for squares.

4

Chapter 2

Fermat’s magic squares and
cube
2.1

Four letters from 1640

There are four letters in Fermat’s collected correspondence where magic square
topic is discussed during year 1640.1 We label the letters L1, L2, L3 and L4 in
order of their dates. The discussion is between Pierre de Fermat and Bernard
Frénicle de Bessy but all four letters were sent to Marin Mersenne who was
in this discussion a kind of forwarding ”middle-man”. It seems that parts of
the content of L2 were previously (before L1) sent directly from Fermat to
Frénicle but all preserved correspondence has gone through Mersenne. L1 is
from Frénicle and L2, L3 and L4 are from Fermat.
Fermat introduces his magic squares and one magic cube to Mersenne (and
at least some of them first time to Frénicle too) in two letters.2 There are nine
squares and one cube in total. Eight squares and the cube in L2 and one square
- the most interesting one - in L4. We number these magic objects from M1 to
M10 in order of their appearance in these letters. The editors of Oeuvres remark
in page 191 footnote that the post scriptum content of L2 - beginning from (and
consisting of) part 11 of the letter - seems to be the occasion for the previous
letter L1 from Frénicle.3 The objects from M3 to M9 were hence already known
to Frénicle and they were apparently created before M1 and M2, both of which
appear to be reactions to Frénicles letter L1. Thus the post scriptum content
with objects M3-M9 was added to L2 for Mersenne only. Frénicle seems to
assume in L1 that Mersenne is already familiar with them. He starts his letter
telling Mersenne that ”what Fermat has sent to him (Mersenne) is not [worth]
much” (”que ce que Fermat vous en a envoyé est fort peu de chose”).
1 Oeuvres

de Fermat,Tome 2
L4]
3 [L2, page 191 footnote]:”Ce post-scriptum paraı̂t appartenir à une Lettre antérieure et
avoir été l’occasion de la Lettre XXXVIII de Frenicle.”
2 [L2,
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2.2

The odd order squares or M3, M4, M5 and
M6

With M3 Fermat just reproduces an order 5 magic square that can be found
from older texts by other authors. It is one example in set of seven magic squares
with orders running from 3 to 9 found in [CAR] and - before that - in [AGR,
pp.149-153] 4 . Fermat attributes this to Bachet and refers to Bachet’s book.5
Fermat adds few lines later however that the odd square method is not Bachet’s
invention because it is in the Arithmetic of Cardano. And yes, Bachet gives a
construction method for M3 in [BAC, p.164], but Cardano describes(85 years
earlier) in [CAR, p.411] the exactly same method as Fermat correctly remarks.
This latter fact seems to have escaped from the editors of Oeuvres. They tell in
[L2, footnote (2) on page 192] that ”Cardano gives, without construction rule,
seven magic squares(from 32 to 92 )”(Cardan y donne, sans règle de construction, sept carrés magiques (de 32 à 92 )). The squares are presented in [CAR]
on page 116 and the construction method for order 5 square on pages 411-412.6

Figure 2.1: M3 is order 5 magic square given by Bachet and others.(Picture
copied from p.192 of Oeuvres, Tome 2)
4 [AGR]Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheym, De Occulta Philosophia
SQUARES: https://archive.org/details/hin-wel-all-00001912-001/page/n170/mode/
2up
5 [BAC]Claude Gaspar Bachet de Méziriac, Problèmes plaisans et délectables, qui se font
par les nombres, Seconde édition
METHOD: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k5818046p/f181.image.texteImage
6 [CAR]Girolamo Cardano, Practica arithmetice et mensurandi singularis
SQUARES: https://archive.org/details/hin-wel-all-00000134-001/page/n130/mode/
2up
METHOD:
https://archive.org/details/hin-wel-all-00000134-001/page/n424/mode/
2up
The construction method is presented as part 72(pp. 411-412) of chapter 66(Caput 66, pp.
352-519 ) dealing with ”the arithmetic questions concerning the preceding articles”

6

Fermat emphasizes that Bachet knows only this one solution. This explicit
square can be produced by method that is called Bachet’s method or by Moscopoulos’ method as well. Both can be used to produce odd order magic
squares. The former uses an auxiliary square. The latter does not and works
as follows. Start filling the cells of order 2K+1 square by putting 1 into the
cell just below the center cell. Proceed diagonally in arithmetical order to the
”southeast”. At the edge jump to the opposite side and continue diagonally. If
the next cell is already occupied move two steps down - over the edge to the opposite side if necessary. Continue until all (2K + 1)2 cells are occupied. In case
K=2 we get the Bachet’s order 5 square introduced by Fermat. The method
named after Bachet will be introduced below. It has potential to produce more
than just this one solution as Fermat himself demonstrates next.

Figure 2.2: M4, M5 and M6 as they appear on page 193 of Oeuvres, Tome 2.
(There is double-9-typo in M5. The 9 in the corner should be 3.)
Fermat gives next three more examples of order 5 magic squares (see Figure
2.2) and claims in [L2, p.193] that he chose them among several his method gives.
Frénicle gives in [L1] spiteful comments upon all the Fermat’s samples which
Fermat claims to have been made by his method. Frénicle thus declared worthless these odd order samples too. Ironically Frénicle later - not just explains
Fermat’s odd order method, but - adopts it, gives abundant demonstration of
its potential and even develops it further. All this can be found from Frénicle’s
posthumously published work on magic squares7 , as we will see next.

2.3

Frénicle builds M3, M4, M5 and M6

Let us first describe the method named after Bachet. It can be used to construct
odd order magic squares. It gives the same solutions as Moscopoulos’ method
but uses an auxiliary square. (For order 5 case, see Frénicle’s demonstration
7 [FRE1]
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k5493994j/f439.image

7

in Figure 2.3.) Auxiliary square lies in 45 degrees rotated position over the
intended magic square. As when using a basic square, the entries of intended
magic square are here first written in auxiliary square in arithmetical progression, but instead of horizontal lines, on diagonal ones. The entries of auxiliary
square that remain within the edges of the intended magic square, stay in the
cells where they are. The entries outside and behind each of the four edges
move as four rigid formations, each towards the opposite edge of the magic-tobe-square and stop when they hit the edge. They fill exactly the empty cells of
the odd order square which has indeed become a magic square.

Figure 2.3: Frenicle demonstrates in [FRE1, p.427] how to construct M3 with
Cardano-Bachet method.
As mentioned above, Frénicle gives explanation to Fermats odd order method.
There is no reference to Fermat but all his squares are among first of those
whose construction is clearly illustrated. In [FRE1] Frénicle starts introducing
the (Cardano-)Bachet method for orders 3 and 7. Then he demonstrates on
page 4278 (see Figure 2.3) the method in order 5 case by constructing - as referred above - the very same order 5 square that is found in the older texts of
Agrippa and others - and that is introduced by Fermat as ”Bachet’s only one”
in [L2]. He continues giving (on pages 427-432) 15 examples more of order 5
squares produced same way, but manipulating first the auxiliary square before
the sliding phase of the outsider entries. The manipulation is done by interchanging symmetrically diagonal rows or/and columns - or pairs of them - in
that ”basic” auxiliary square used and introduced in the first example. This is
in all probability the method Fermat used to produce his objects M4, M5 and
M6 as he used the same idea in even order cases too, as we will see later in
the text. Fermat knew also Cardano’s work and his method. Frénicle recreates
Fermats M4, M5 and M6 as 6th, 3rd and 4th examples among the 15 created by
method we call modified Cardano-Bachet method or mCB-method(see Figures
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6).
8 [FRE1,

p.427]
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Figure 2.4: Frenicle demonstrates in [FRE1, The 3rd square on p.429] how
to construct M4 with modified Cardano-Bachet method. Here 2nd and 4th
ascending lines of entries have been interchanged in the ”basic” auxiliary square
before sliding phase.

Figure 2.5: Frenicle demonstrates in [FRE1, The latter example D on p. 428]
how to construct M5 with modified Cardano-Bachet method. Here 2nd and
4th descending lines of entries have been interchanged in the ”basic” auxiliary
square before sliding phase.

9

Figure 2.6: Frenicle demonstrates in [FRE1, The 1st square on p.429] how to
construct M6 with modified Cardano-Bachet method. Here BOTH 1st and 2nd
ascending lines of entries AND 4th and 5th ascending lines of entries have been
interchanged in the ”basic” auxiliary square before sliding phase.
Frénicle continues developing the method of symmetric row and column exchanges even further. He demonstrates that in Bachet’s method these line exchanges can be done after as well as before the sliding phase. He applies the
idea to magic squares previously produced by mCB-method and creates over
50 examples more. First on [FRE1, p.433] he picks the first example (our M3)
and applies three types of row and column exchanges to it creating set of four
magic squares. Then on next page he continues to manipulate each one of these
squares even more. His demonstration of this ”ultramodified” CB-method goes
on producing tens of more examples. The order of rows and columns in any
finished magic square can, of course, be rearranged freely without affecting the
row sums or column sums. Diagonal sums would probably get harmed, but
Frénicle’s squares are associative, so he knows, he can interchange rows and
columns symmetrically any which way he wants: the diagonals will sum up
correctly too.
In the end of [FRE1] he introduces his method for even order magic squares
and after that returns once more to order 5 squares applying his even order
method to them. This latter method uses complementary pairs in construction
process. Squares are built from inside out and all the finished magic squares
are bordered magic squares. There are 27 order 5 squares, 26 of them being
variations of two different 3x3-cores, 8 variations of one and 18 variations of the
other. The single one with 3x3-core with entries from 9 to 17, is same as the
one presented by Abu’l-Wafa’ Buzjani in his 10th century treatise with hints at
all ten possible corner-cell-variations available for that same core.9 These last
squares of Frénicle - odd and even - are all produced by using complementary
pairs and do not have any resemblance with any of Fermat’s objects. After
this, in [FRE2], Frénicle presents his magnificent table of all 880 order 4 magic
9 [SES2,

pp. 227-231] or [SES3, pp. 142-145]
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squares.

2.4

Symbol charts

After studying Fermat’s even order objects it seems obvious that he uses a basic
square as a starting point in constructing a magic square(or cube). Order N
basic square is a square formation of integers from 1 to N 2 where numbers are
written in growing order. Here basic square’s entries are written from left to
right and rows from up to down. It seems as if Fermat has written his basic
squares sometimes from left to right, sometimes from right to left, but always
from up to down. Accordingly we write a basic cube and start from bottom
level so that in order N basic cube N 3 is the Nth entry of Nth row of the top
level (the Nth level).
In what follows we will illustrate Fermat’s method by using symbol charts
which when applied to a basic square produce a magic square introduced by
Fermat or - later in text - by us. In other words the symbol chart maps the
basic square to the magic square. This requires us to describe the meaning of
these symbols at this point. Some of them will be needed only later when we
develope Fermat’s method further.
We use following symbols in symbol charts to describe the movements of
basic square entries in process of developing a magic square:
SET 1:
-A circle in symbol chart indicates that the corresponding entry in the basic
square stays where it is.
-A dot means that the corresponding entry moves to the cell opposite to the
center of square.
-An arrow indicates that the entry moves to the cell opposite to the median of
the square. Either vertically or horizontally according to the direction of the
arrow.
SET 2:
-An arrow with ”stopper” is used in odd order charts to indicate that the corresponding entry moves - horizontally or vertically - from diagonal to median.
-An arrow with base is used in odd order charts to indicate that the corresponding entry moves - horizontally or vertically - from median to diagonal.
-A bent arrow with ”stopper” is used in odd order charts to indicate that the
corresponding entry moves along orbit around the first corner and stops onto
the median.
-Alphabet sequence (upper case and lower case) will be introduced while constructing even order bordered squares. Basic square’s entries move according to
the alphabetic sequence within the orbit(border) last one closing the chain by
jumping to the cell of the first one - upper case and lower case chains working
separately.

11

We have divided the symbols into two sets. The symbols in SET 1 represent
planckian movements, the symbols in SET 2 don’t. By planckian movement we
mean a movement between the corners of the same square centered rectangle.

2.5

Planck’s theory of reversions

The theory of reversions introduced by Dr. C. Planck in [AND, Chapter XII]10
is closely related to Fermat’s even order method. Both are based on use of basic
square which Planck calls natural square. The magic square is constructed by
symmetrical moves of the basic square’s entries. Symmetrical moves in regard
to center point of square or either of the median lines. In finding extra solutions Planck rather creates and uses a new index square or index rod, Fermat
reuses preferably the solution found earlier and ”fixes” his basic square for that
purpose.
In describing his theory of reversions Planck first remarks that in basic square
associated cells are complementary i.e. the sum of entries in cells opposite to
center point of square is twice the mean value. Hence it follows that any two
rows/columns equally distant from the median of the lattice are complementary
rows/columns - their combined sum being double of the magic constant. Planck
continues:
”Further any two numbers in these complementary columns which lie in the
same row have a constant difference, and therefore the sums of the two columns
differ by n times this difference.If then we raise the lighter column and depress
the heavier column by n/2 times this difference we shall bring both to the mean
value. Now we can effect this change by interchanging half the numbers in the
one column with the numbers in the other column lying in their respective rows.
The same is true with regard to rows, so that if we can make n/2 horizontal
interchanges between every pair of complementary columns and the same number of vertical interchanges between every pair of complementary rows, we shall
have the magic sum in all rows and columns. It is easy to see that we can do this
by reversing half the rows and half the columns, provided the two operations
are so arranged as not to interfere with one another. This last condition can be
assured by always turning over columns and rows in associated pairs.”11
This change of the order of the entries of entire rows and columns - the reversions - suffice to create order 4n magic squares. Generalization of the method to
include order 4n+2 squares requires some fixing and Planck proceeds to create
the needed tools - index squares and index rods. This simplifies the construction rules of magic square to the limit. The basic idea of n/2 interchanges
between opposite rows and columns can be applied and generalized for order
4n+2 squares without index rods as we will show. And that appears to have
been done in Fermat’s largest squares.
10 https://archive.org/details/magicsquarescube00andr/page/n303/mode/2up
11 [AND,

pp. 295-296]
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Planck suspects that Fermat could have constructed his squares by applying
”the idea of reversions by means of an index square” and bases his claim for the
fact that M7 can be constructed with index square he introduces in [AND, p.
313, Fig. 599].12 When introducing M7, Fermat however gives credit to Bachet
in clear though belittling way.13 He writes ”He[Bachet] gropes together the 36
[numbers] in one way, as follows:” (”Il range le 36 à tâtons d’une seule facon,
comme s’ensuit:”). And as we point out below, M7 appears already in earlier
works by other authors. Planck adds referring to M8 that ”another square of
order 6 , given by Fermat, in the same place, is made from the same index, but
is disguised because he [Fermat] uses a ”deformed” natural square.” Or as we
will put it below, M8 is made with same symbol chart from ”manipulated” or
”fixed” basic square.

2.6

The non-bordered even order squares or M7,
M8 and M9

The idea of symmetrical changes of entries - or lines of entries - is used in the
construction of Fermat’s even order objects too. For these even order objects
basic square is used as starting point in similar way as auxiliary square above
while constructing odd order squares.
M7
After the last odd order square M6, Fermat introduces an order 6 square M7,
claiming again - as with M3 - that it is the only solution Bachet knows(for order
6). This square is - as well as M3 - one of the seven squares set presented in
[AGR], [CAR] and [BAC]. In [BAC] Bachet has - in addition to presenting this
”established” set by unknown author(s) - created himself examples of order 10
and order 12 squares.
Both Agrippa and Cardano connect the above mentioned set of seven squares
with seven celestial objects, this square(M7) being connected to the Sun. Not
much of relevance here, but Cardano gives the list of the celestial correspondence
of the squares in reverse order. Order 6 square is in the middle of the list and
is hence the only one they both have attached to same celestial object, the
Sun. Fermat was aware of astrological appreciations of these squares, as well
as their use in talismans. He mentions that some call them planetarios and
others magicos.14 Fermat calls them mostly just squares (quarrés) or tables. In
this same context Fermat expresses most clearly his appreciation of the subject
by saying ”... I hardly know anything more beautiful in Arithmetic than these
numbers ...” (”...je ne sais guère rien de plus beau en l’Arithmétique que ces
nombres...”) So he thought that this topic belongs ”in Arithmetic”. Just like
12 [AND,

pp. 313-315]
p.193]
14 [L2, p.194]
13 [L2,

13

Figure 2.7: M7 is order 6 magic square given by Bachet and others.(Picture
taken from p.193 of Oeuvres, Tome 2)
the arab mathematicians who studied it like any other mathematical topic and
called these squares harmonious arrangements of numbers.15
Attaching a basic square to M7, we can create a symbol chart as shown in
Figure 2.8. Here it seems that it would have been more ”natural” to write the
basic square right to left just because it feels most ”natural” to try keeping
basic square’s diagonals intact in constructing process of magic square and this
way the basic square’s entry ”1” would stay in the corner from which we start
writing the basic square. The probable Arab authors of the seven square set
may have preferred ”right to left”. Bachet seems to continue that practice in
his own squares of orders 10 and 12. And even Fermat seems to choose ”right
to left” sometimes. At least with M10 we suspect.

15 [SES3,

p.12]
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Figure 2.8: Symbol charts associated to M7 for both writing directions of basic
square.
M8
Fermat gives next his own order 6 solution(M8) and tells Mersenne, that he
could give half a dozen more.

Figure 2.9: M8. (Picture taken from p.193 of Oeuvres, Tome 2)
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After studying the square it seems obvious that the construction process of
M8 has gone essentially like follows. Fermat has started with a basic square
and interchanged first some of its rows and columns symmetrically. Then he most interestingly - has mapped the entries of his intermediary square exactly
according to the rules given by the symbol chart we got from interpreting M7 as
a product of one. It is probable that the unknown creator of M7 has not used
any symbol chart (with a related basic square), but has rather built this square
by the method Sesiano suggests.16 However, if we write a basic square of same
size (left-to-right or right-to-left), a unique symbol chart can be attached to this
magic square afterwards as we have done and apparently Fermat has too.

Figure 2.10: Fermat’s construction of M8.
The chart S2(in Figure 2.8) obtained from M7 creates the magic square
from basic square by interchanging three entries between every pair of opposite
rows and columns - just as desired and achieved in Planck’s approach to even
order case. Diagonals stay as they are and keep summing up to the magic
constant. Hence as long as we interchange only complementary lines or pairs
of complementary lines in basic square, we can apply the same symbol chart
to this adjusted basic square to get a magic one as Fermat demonstrates by
M8. And by varying the preliminary manipulation of basic square it would be
easy to produce - as Fermat claimed - half a dozen more order 6 magic squares
- even by using this very same symbol chart. This far it seems obvious that
Fermat had similar method for odd and even order - as he claimed. For getting
16 [SES2,

p.17 and p.91]
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different solutions his odd order method utilizes preliminary manipulation of an
auxiliary square and his even order method preliminary manipulation of a basic
square. It seems as well that Fermat used charts of some kind - with or without
symbols. We chose to use symbols, so we call them symbol charts.
M9
Fermat’s order 8 square(M9) is the last magic object introduced in L2. Fermat
has used rather complex chart to build another example of order 8 magic square.
Bachet’s square - adopted from celestial set - can be built with one of the simplest
ones.

Figure 2.11: M9. (Picture taken from p.193 of Oeuvres, Tome 2)
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Figure 2.12: Fermat’s construction of M9.
Fermat’s comments here reveal with certainty that he used basic squares
as starting point for his even order constructions. And that he wrote the one
for M9 from left to right. He writes to Mersenne that ”[M9] is an example of
[his] method of 64, different from that of Bachet, and which nevertheless keeps
the diagonals [intact]”.17 On the other hand his comment implies he does not
make any difference between writing directions (Bachet’s is reverse). Indeed, by
applying some symbol chart on left-to-right basic square and the mirror image
of the same symbol chart on right-to-left one, the resulting magic squares are
mere inversions of each other.
He does not underline the number of possibilities here but in the next letter(L3) he gives the number of different order 8 magic squares (by his method)
to be 1,004,144,995,344.18 Impressive number at that time and place (17th century Europe) where typically only one solution was known for each order. The
exact number is not yet known but it is about 5.22 x 1054 . 19
17 [L2, p.193]:”c’est un exemple de ma méthode du 64, différent de celui de Bachet, et qui
garde néanmoins les diamétraux”
18 [L3, p.195]
19 See
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2.7

Frénicle’s challenges

We have not yet discussed the first two objects introduced in L2 - the bordered
square M1 and the order 4 cube M2. As remarked earlier they are later constructions (than M3-M9) and they are reactions to challenges Frénicle presents in
L1. Frénicle starts his letter(L1) in contemptuous and insulting way. He writes
sneeringly that ”there is no reason [for Fermat] to boast for having learned [his
method] from book ”. 20 Frénicle names three authors (”Stiphelius, Spinula et
la vieille Clavicule”) whose works - according to him - have already introduced
almost everything before Fermat. Editors of Oeuvres find no works on magic
squares for last two of Frénicle’s sources(Spinula and the old Clavicule), only for
Michael Stifel.21 Stifel did master a method with which he built odd and even
order squares.22 His squares are bordered ones with one-layer-borders. They
are however ”arithmetically bordered” and have no resemblance to Fermat’s
squares. Moreover - at the time of accusation - Fermat had not yet introduced
his bordered squares. As a kind of curiosity at that time, Stifel introduced in
[STI] two multiplicative magic squares. Their rows, columns and diagonals have
same magic product instead of magic sum. These squares of orders 3 and 4 have
entries that are consecutive powers of 2.
Frénicle lists then five problems related to magic squares. First he challenges
Fermat to show that he knows something about even order squares by building
a square of order 18 or 22 or at least 14.23 The last one is smallest of these order
4n+2 squares that Bachet did not present in [BAC]. Fermat gives his solution
to this challenge in L2 with his order 6+4+4 bordered square(M1) as we will
soon see.
Frénicle continues mocking Fermat by calling his earlier contributions(M3M9) ”a task of a schoolboy” (”l’occupation d’un écolier ”).24 After - just a
moment ago - seemingly being satisfied with order 14 square, if provided, he
next wants from Fermat an order 22 square again. And not just any kind
of order 22 square, but an order 10+2+4+6 bordered one.25 Fermat thinks
first that one-layer-borders are impossible. He tells Mersenne in L2 that ” to
remove only one layer, I believe the question impossible” (” ...à n’òter qu’une
seule enceinte, je crois la question impossible”).26 In L4 he however gives partial
answer to this with his incomplete bordered square(M10). With this order 10+2
core of the asked order 10+2+4+6 square he demonstrated, he had got rid of
his doubts and was able to build the asked one-layer-border. We will give later
an example how to complete M10.
Next Frénicle presents an original and interesting problem of a magic square
https://www.trump.de/magic-squares/howmany.html
20 [L1, p.182]: ”...n’y a pas grand sujet de se tant glorifier pour l’avoir apprise dans un livre.”
21 [L1, p.182, footnote (2)]
22 [STI, pp.24-30]
https://archive.org/details/bub_gb_fndPsRv08R0C/page/n69/mode/2up
23 [L1, p.183, part 2.]
24 [L1, p.183, part 3.]
25 [L1, p.183, part 3.]
26 [L2, p.190, part 6.]
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with empty cells.27 He asks Fermat to fill part of the 144 cells of an order 12
square with less than 144 consecutive integers so that there are same amount of
numbers on every row, column and diagonal. And as in normal magic squares
the sum of the entries on every row, column and diagonal has to be same. Here
however it is demanded that some of the cells are empty. Clearly the number
of occupied cells must be divisible by 12 to have same amount of entries on
every row. Frénicle encourages Fermat to try with 60 consecutive integers and
fill the cells so that there are five entries on every row, column and diagonal
with equal sums. As we will see, it is easy to prove that it is impossible to
fill 60 cells with 60 consecutive integers according to the demands of ”Frénicle’s
empty cells problem”. Finding this fact together with simultaneous doubt of the
possibility of the asked one-layer-border may have annoyed Fermat. This may
have been the reason for what seems to be an ”overkill revenge” in the short
letter L3. Fermat presents through Mersenne - not one or two, but - a list of four
impossible problems28 , for Frénicle to find out (if there are) solutions. Second
and fourth of them asking something that would be counterexamples for FLT in
cases n=4 and n=3 respectively. Yet in L4 - with his enclosed (partial) solution
to square with one layer border(M10) , whose possibility he first doubted Fermat writes to Mersenne that ”he will work on the squares with empty cells
as soon as possible”(”Pour les quarrés qui ont des cellules vides, j’y travaillerai
au plus tôt.”).29 It appears he never did, but we will show how he might have
done.
As his last two challenges Frénicle suggests Fermat to build magic tetrahedron - according instructions given by him - as an example of 3-dimensional
(”solid ”) magic object or, if Fermat wants to stay in 2 dimensions (”plane”), a
magic hexagon.30 Fermat shows no interest in these last two objects. He builds
his magic cube(M2) instead as an example of 3-dimensional object and writes
to Mersenne: ”You see how much this is above the tetrahedron and hexagon
of Mr. Frenicle” (”Vous voyez combien ceci est au-dessus du tétraèdre et de
l’hexagone de M. Frenicle”).31 He then states that Frénicle’s tetrahedron is not
really 3-dimensional (”solid ”) probably referring to the fact that the bottom
face of Frénicle’s tetrahedron lacks structure and hence the tetrahedron could
be flattened into a plane object.

2.8

The cube or M2

Fermat built his magic cube as an answer to Frénicle’s 3D-challenge. He writes
to Mersenne and describes carefully how the cube’s four levels are piled and
continues: ”...you will have a cube which will be divided into twelve squares,
which will all be arranged on the required conditions; there will be a total of 72
27 [L1,

p.183, part 4.]
p.195, part 3.]
29 [L4, p.197, part 5.]
30 [L1, pp.183-185, parts 5 and 6]
31 [L2, p.191, part 9.]
28 [L3,
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different lines, each of which will make the same sum, namely 130 ”.32

Figure 2.13: M2. (Picture taken from p.191 of Oeuvres, Tome 2; There is
double-32-typo on level 2. The one in 4th column should be 33.)
So Fermat thought the cube can be sliced into four magic squares from
bottom to top - as illustrated above by him - as well as from left to right and from
front to back. The last slicing unfortunately fails as it is now commonly known.
The diagonals going from bottom left to top right (e.g. 4-11-7-16) and those
going from bottom right to top left (e.g. 44-35-47-40) do not sum up correctly
to 130. All other 64 lines referred - all 48 perpendiculars and 16 of the diagonals
- sum up to 130 correctly which may well be the best result until then. Sesiano
gives in [SES3] an earlier example by twelfth century Arab author Khazini.33
Khazini’s order four cube has some additional features but has ”only” 8 of
the diagonals summing up correctly in addition to the perpendiculars. Walter
Trump found in 2004 an order 4 cube having all the features aimed by Fermat.34
Trump’s cube is almost perfect magic cube by the definition used here: even
the four triagonals sum up nicely to 100, 120, 140 and 160. Triagonals cannot
all sum up exactly to 130, because perfect magic cube of order 4 is known to be
impossible. This was proved by Richard Schroeppel in 1972.35

32 [L2, p.191, part 8.]:”...vous aurez un cube qui sera divisé en douze quarrés, lesquels se
trouveront tous disposés aux conditions requises; il y aura en tout 72 lignes différentes, chacune
desquelles fera une même somme, savoir 130.”
33 [SES3, p.280.]
34 Published in March-issue of Spektrum der Wissenschaft in 2004 and presented on
https://www.trump.de/magic-squares/magic-cubes/cubes-1.html
35 Schroeppel’s proof as well as the cubes by Fermat and Trump can be found on
https://demonstrations.wolfram.com/FermatsMagicCube
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Figure 2.14: Possible construction of M2. The rows of basic cube A are first
redistributed between the four levels to create an intermediary cube B with
equal sum of 520 for levels 1-4. The values of every level are further ”equalized”
between rows and columns by applying the symbol charts of cube C to the
entries of respective levels of B. Resulting cube D is M2.
We present above one possible process that develops M2 from a basic cube.
The process is performed by use of row exchanges and symbol charts which
Fermat appears to like.

2.9

The complete bordered square or M1

In L1 Frénicle asked Fermat to build an order 4k+2 square to show his abilities.
Order 14 was smallest such order he asked for because Bachet had already
built an order 10 square. Fermat constructed a bordered square which had two
removable two-layer-borders around order 6 core.
It has been built in same way as his other even order squares introduced
above. He has started with basic square of order 14 apparently written from
left to right this time. And as with the smaller ones before he has produced this
square from basic square by moving the entries in three ways only: to the cell
22

Figure 2.15: M1. (Picture taken from p.189 of Oeuvres, Tome 2; There is
double-19-typo in here. The 19 close to the order 6 core’s upper righthand
corner should be 79.)
opposite the vertical median, to the cell opposite the horizontal median or to
the cell opposite the center of the square. The method of construction is based
again on the same idea as is behind Planck’s later theory of reversions: change
half of the entries between complementary rows/columns. The resulting symbol
chart’s order 6 core is a mirror image of the chart we get from M7 when basic
square is written from right to left. This suggests again that some set of rules to
the movements of entries has been copied for use from earlier objects - in form
of symbol chart or otherwise.
Bordered squares are most often ”arithmetically bordered” by which we
mean that they are constructed so that the cells of outermost border have the
largest and smallest values, the next border has the largest and smallest available
after that and so on. The innermost core having the middle values. Usually
bordered square is defined to be an ”arithmetically bordered” square and all
the borders have to be one layer ones. Other related types are called concentric
squares for example. Fermat’s bordered squares could be called ”geometrically
bordered” because - instead of the extreme arithmetical values - the outermost
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Figure 2.16: Symbol chart for constructing M1.
border of constructed magic square has the extreme geometrical values, i.e. the
entries of basic square in the cells of the outermost border of the basic square.
The border layers of this geometrically bordered square of Fermat are first
examples of what we will call ”self-supporting blocks”. We define them following way: self-supporting block(SSB) is any (symmetric) part - or (symmetric)
cluster of parts - around center of basic square (or basic cube) within which
the coinciding entries of basic square (or basic cube) can be rearranged so that
the part contributes to every magic line its cells are part of, in exactly right
proportion, i.e. the sum of contributing entries relative to the number of contributing entries equals to magic constant divided by the order of the square (or
cube). The symmetry relative to median lines (or median levels) is required to
guarantee that the entries of the block have same average value as the entire
square (or cube). The basic formation of consecutive integers may have a rectangular shape too as will be the case later when we try to find solutions for
the ”Frénicle’s empty cells problem” in the next chapter. The blocks are there
spread around the center of the basic rectangle. What is essential here is that
the entries within every block used, are formed of complementary lines. The
entries can then be rearranged within each block with planckian reasoning to
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form correctly contributing part of the whole. No ”rigorous” proofs are given
for the SSB-property of any block, except when it is not so clear as in the case
of the alphabet-block.
The borders of M1’s symbol chart do not seem to have any repeating substructure which might be useful in constructing larger blocks. Contrary to this,
the chart of M10’s order 12 border below does have some recognizable repeating
substructure as we will see soon.

2.10

The incomplete bordered square or M10

There is only one of the Fermat’s magic objects left, the unfinished order 22
bordered square’s order 12 core which we call M10. It is the most interesting of
all his constructions, not only because it challenges to complete itself, but also
because in it the use of ”self-supporting blocks” is most visible.

Figure 2.17: M10. (Picture taken from p.197 of Oeuvres, Tome 2)
As pointed out below more detailed, the diagonals of L4’s M10 do not sum
correctly. They fail by +1 or -1. We have fixed this by exchanging the entries
253 and 254. This creates a column error, which we again fixed by exchanging
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the entries 210 and 209. After this all lines sum up correctly. It is unclear how
this defect has arose.
Fermat had - most certainly - a complete solution to this order 22 square
asked by Frénicle, but he sent Mersenne only the 144 entries of the order 12
core, including the single layer border, whose possibility he first doubted. He
promised to send the missing 340 entries later and wrote (in L4) to Mersenne:
”Because I don’t have time, I will delay sending you the five missing layers, to
complete the square of [order] 22, until the next mail leaves. And after that,
you have to believe that as soon as I have the leisure, I will go forward on this
topic as far as it is possible.”36
There exists a full reconstruction of M10. It was first presented in 1894 on
the last pages of Edouard Lucas’ posthumously published part IV of Récréations
Mathématiques37 and later at least in René Descombes’ Les Carrés Magiques38 .
Lucas himself refers to the existence of the reconstruction already in 1885 and
gives the credit to Mr. V. Coccoz39 : ”We will give later the complete restoration
of this square; this restoration, concerned with the search for the 340 numbers
[of the five outermost orbits of M10], was made in a very remarkable way by
Mr. V. Coccoz, retired artillery commander ”. In addition to this, Coccoz gives
his analysis of Fermat’s cube M2 in [LUC3]40 . M1 is also introduced there after
that. Both were missing in [VAR].
Lucas refers on page 105 of [LUC1] to some extra material, he had access to:
”...we were fortunate to get our hands on original and unpublished manuscripts
by Fermat; these manuscripts consist of fourteen separate notebooks and detached sheets.”41 Some of this material is possibly included in Oeuvres published in 1894. The earlier compilation of Fermat’s correspondence in [VAR]
did not have L1 or L3, just L2 and L4. Square M1 and cube M2 were missing
too although the partial text of L2 refers to them. Obviously the content of
L1 was unknown to Lucas and Coccoz. It was published in 1894 in Oeuvres,
three years after Lucas’ tragic death. Had they known it, they would undoubtedly been able to inferiorate their too good a reconstruction of M10. Namely,
Coccoz’ reconstruction appears to be perfectly bordered. The six outermost
layers can be removed one by one and the square remains magic after every
step. Fermat does not mention in L2 one condition demanded by Frénicle. In
L1 Frénicle instructed that the original order 22 magic square should stay magic
after removing its three outermost layers, then after removing next two layers
36 [L4,

p.196, part 3]:”Pource que le temps me manque, je diffère à vous envoyer les cinq
enceintes qui manquent, pour parfaire le quarré entier de 22, jusques au départ du prochain
courrier. Après cela, vous devez croire que, dès que j’aurai loisir, j’irai aussi avant sur ce sujet
qu’il est possible.”
37 [LUC2, pp.257-259]
38 [DES, p.314]
39 [LUC1, p.104]:”Nous donnerons plus tard la restauration complète de ce carré ; cette restitution, qui portait sur la recherche de 340 nombres, a été faite d’une manière fort remarquable
par M. V. Coccoz, commandant d’artillerie en retraite”
https://archive.org/details/s2journaldemathm04pari/page/n109/mode/2up
40 [LUC3, pp.225-229]
41 [LUC1, p.105]:”...nous avons eu le bonheur de mettre la main sur des manuscrits originaux
et inédits de Fermat; ces manuscrits se composent de quatorze cahiers et de feuillets détachés.”
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and finally after that when only one layer is removed. But he ends his instructions stating: ”such other number of layers that we want to remove, the square
remaining is no longer magic” (”tel autre nombre d’enceintes qu’on en veuille
ôter, le quarré restant ne soit plus magique)42 . Knowing this, we have been
able to make our reconstruction just good enough. But there is another more
important thing, we’d like to point out. We have used basic square and we
have made our reconstruction by moving the entries of basic square just like
Fermat did: if any entry is moved, it is moved to a cell that is either opposite
to horizontal or vertical median or opposite to square center.
If we write order 22 basic square from left to right, the entries coinciding
with the cells of the order 12 core are shown in square B1 of Figure 2.18. Fermat
appears to have used a basic square and some kind of chart here too. M10 can
be obtained from the partial basic square of B1 by using the symbol chart of
square S1 in the same Figure 2.18. There is a curious error in M10 as it appears
in L4 (in Oeuvres). The diagonals do not quite sum up to 2910 as they should
too. This error can be fixed by interchanging the number pair 253 and 254(”red
pair” in Figure 2.18) as we - and Coccoz - have done. [VAR] has it this way
too. This spoils however the two column sums for the two columns involved.
Coccoz has fixed this by interchanging the number pair 188 and 187(”blue pair”
in Figure 2.18). We have fixed this by interchanging the number pair 210 and
209(”green pair” in Figure 2.18). In [VAR] nothing has been done hence it has
a column error instead. If we write the basic square from right to left(B2 in
Figure 2.18), then - after our ”green pair” -choice - we get a symbol chart(S2 in
Figure 2.18) that has in its core the exact copy of Bachet’s order 10 square’s 43
symbol chart.
There are two things that suggest that Fermat wrote his basic square from
right to left here(B2 in Figure 2.18). Firstly, if we do so too, the symbol chart
of order 10 core of Fermat’s (fixed) M10 is as shown in square S2 in Figure 2.18.
This is - as mentioned above - exactly the same chart we get from Bachet’s
order 10 square when we write basic square from right to left. This cannot be
accidental (or caused solely by our choice of pair of numbers when fixing the
error described above). There is too much room for variations in use of the
”planckian” swaps and Bachet’s construction is not the simplest one. Fermat
has recognized that the chart created by Bachet’s solution is fit for use for
construction of his M10’s innermost order 10 core as well. Amusingly he once
again builds his own solution exploiting Bachet’s ”only one solution”. Moreover
his solution of order 12 border - as well as the previous square M1 - can be seen
as clear adaptation and continuation of the ”pre-planckian” thinking which is
first recognizable in Bachet’s construction of his order 10 square which again
appears to be inspired by the structure of even order squares of the ”celestial
set”. Secondly, this way (by writing the basic square from right to left) the order
12 border’s chart will be clarified so that we are able to recognize Fermat’s
utilization of SSBs. Border layer’s chart is shown in Figure 2.19. The chart
42 [L1,

p.183, part 3.]
p.168]
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k5818046p/f185.item.texteImage
43 [BAC,
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Figure 2.18: Construction of M10.
appears to be built of three kind of SSBs. Cells of each block are stamped
by one alphabet and A-block is the only one of the first kind having twelve
cells in total; B-, C-, D- and E-blocks are of the second and third kind and
they have eight cells in each. After questioning even the possibility of the one
layer border, Fermat may have been impressed by the visual simpleness of his
own orbital symbol block - we assume he had it too - for his order 12 border’s
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solution. Only one of the latter two sub-blocks would have sufficed, rotated by
90 degrees when necessary, but using both, Fermat’s symbol chart becomes as
neat and orderly as possible. He may have handled the border block as a one
single SSB, but either of these sub-blocks - though not obligatory here - would
have provided a handy tool for him in solving the Frénicle’s empty cells problem
too - as we shall show soon.

Figure 2.19: Substructure of symbol chart of order 12 border of M10.
We have completed Fermat’s square by using a symbol chart, where the
double layer border has been constructed by using only one 4x4-SSB (spread
into symmetric cluster of four 2x2-pieces) which is repeated seven times. The
triple layer border is built of two types of SSBs, the 6x6-SSB (cluster of four 3x3blocks) appearing five times and the 4x6-SSB (divided into two 4x3-blocks) two
times. The 6x6-SSB is mirror image of the one used above by Fermat in building
M8 which means it is the same he used in M1. The blocks are introduced in
Figure 2.20. The completed square with its ”left to right” basic square and
corresponding overall symbol chart are presented in Figures 2.23, 2.21 and 2.22
respectively.
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Figure 2.20: Symbol blocks of the SSBs we used to complete M10.

Figure 2.21: Basic square for completing M10.
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Figure 2.22: Symbol chart for completing M10.

Figure 2.23: Fermat’s incomplete square M10 completed.
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Lucas illustrates the power of Fermat’s method by comparing it with Leonhard Euler’s approach. Euler chose probably the hardest way possible when he
tried to build magic squares by developing the theory of Graeco-Latin squares.
He ended up conjecturing in 1782 that order 4n+2 Graeco-Latin squares do not
exist. After describing the order-6-related ”problem of 36 officers” on the first
page of [EUL] 44 , Euler writes on the next page: ”we were obliged to recognize
that such arrangement is absolutely impossible, although we can’t give it rigorous
demonstration” 45 . Gaston Tarry proved in 1901 that Euler was right for order
6. In 1959 however E.T.Parker, R.C.Bose and S.S.Shrikhande proved, with the
aid of the computers of that time, that Euler’s conjecture was false to all orders
4n+2 when n > 1.
Referring to [EUL] and the ease with which Fermat produced his order 6
solution(M8), Lucas gives his comparison of the approaches of these two giants
of mathematics and writes at the end of his introduction of [LUC1]: ”We will
give [Fermat’s] solution to a problem sought in vain by Euler who devoted 154
pages to it. Fermat’s solution is obtained in a few strokes of the pen(quill)” 46 .
After examining all ten ”magic” objects of Fermat, we are ready to put his ideas
into use. That’s what we’ll do next. But before that, after so many demeaning
quotes, this is the right place to let Lucas do beautifully justice to Fermat
and bring out the essence of Fermat’s method: ”The reader will admire the
marvelous and incomparable art with which the illustrious genius, who surpassed
all the geometers of antiquity and that no one has surpassed since then, has been
able to get rid of all the calculations.” 47

44 [EUL,

p.85]
p.86]: ”on a été obligé de réconnoı̂tre, qu’un tel arrangement est absolument impossible, quoiqu’on ne puisse pas en donner de demonstration rigoureuse”
46 [LUC1, p.106]: ”Nous donnerons la solution d’un problème vainement cherché par Euler
qui y consacra 154 pages. La solution de Fermat s’obtient en quelques traits de plume.”
47 [LUC1, p.106]: ”Le lecteur admirera l’art merveilleux et incomparable avec lequel l’illustre
génie qui surpassa tous les géomètres de l’antiquité et que nul n’a surpassé depuis, a su se
débarrasser de tous les calculs.”
45 [EUL,
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Chapter 3

Fermat’s method in action
3.1

Basics

We will now put Fermat’s method in use and build magic squares utilizing it.
Order N magic square is here a NxN formation of the first N 2 consecutive
positive integers such that the sum of entries in each row, column and diagonal
is equal. This sum is called magic constant M. The method of construction here
follows ideas that Pierre de Fermat appears to have applied while building his
magic squares that we just previously studied. Similar ideas are presented by C.
Planck in his later theory of reversions. Construction starts with basic square
which is a square formation of integers from 1 to N 2 where numbers are written
in growing order. Here basic square’s entries are written from left to right and
rows from up to down. We will show first how ordinary magic squares can be
built by using basic squares and simple symbol charts. Then we extend the
method to bordered squares and finally apply it to order 8n magic cubes. After
that we move on to show how similar approach can be used to solve several
cases of ”Frénicle’s empty cells problem”.

3.2

Building ordinary magic squares

The core idea of method is simple. In basic square any two rows (or columns)
opposite the median between them, are complementary rows (columns): they
sum up to two times the intended magic constant. Furthermore any two entries
of those complementary rows that lie in the same column, have a constant
difference. To make the two rows each sum up to magic constant M = N (N 2 +
1)/2, it would suffice to change between the rows half of the pairs of entries
lying in same column (”opposite” each other). The goal is to do just this for
every row and every column without disturbing the diagonals because they
sum up to magic constant already in the basic square. We accomplish this by
composing appropriate charts which - filled with descriptive symbols - instruct
to make necessary moves for the entries of basic square to reach the goal - the
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wanted order N magic square. Fermat apparently proceeded in similar way while
constructing his even order squares. We will show how the needed exchanges of
entries can be done even for odd order squares, where a ”1/2-change” is needed
between opposite rows and columns.
We will divide our approach into four cases: order 4N squares, order 4N+1
squares, order 4N+2 squares and order 4N+3 squares. We give in the end of this
section four examples, one for each case mentioned. Orders of the squares in
these examples are 12, 14, 13 and 11. These are of course not the only possible
patterns for this kind of symbols that can do the job. We have tried to choose
patterns that are as simple as possible and as expandable as possible. We think
that the diagonally repetitive structure, that is characteristic to all these four
examples, serves both purposes.
All but the order 14 square are associative, because complementary pairs are
all initially opposite to each other in basic square and they stay in all three other
examples that way. Order 14 magic square or any order 4N + 2 magic square
cannot be associative. To show this, let’s assume there is an associative order
4N+2 magic square. We divide the square into four quadrants. Let the sum of
all entries in upper lefthand quadrant be S. Then the sum of all entries in each
of the three other quadrants is (2N + 1)M − S. Due to row sum condition on
the right, due to column sum condition below and due to associativity property
opposite. Hence all four quadrants must have same total sum for their respective
entries. This is however impossible, because the sum of all entries of an order
4N + 2 square is (4N + 2)2 [(4N + 2)2 + 1]/2 which is not divisible by 4.
Size of any of these charts can easily be increased or decreased if desired.
To increase the order of any of these squares by 4, add two layers of empty
cells, fill them by continuing repetitively all the diagonal patterns and - in odd
order cases - the symbol queues on medians too. New needed diagonals will
be started alternately by dots and circles. In order 14 chart the four marked
1x2-rectangles have to be moved two steps outwards in the middle of the new
outermost layer. Inwards, if decreasing the square. This way symbol chart of
any desired size can be composed.
In odd order squares the needed 1/2-change has been accomplished by rotating the diagonals and medians appropriately. In order 13 case (similarly in
any order 4N+1 case) the median entries have been rotated as a rigid formation
45 degrees counterclockwise to occupy the diagonal cells. At the same time the
diagonal entries have been rotated 45 degrees clockwise to occupy the median
cells. This rotation of entries has 1/2-change effect. Every row of the square
changes one entry with parallel median and both of those entries lie originally in
the same column. And exactly the same with the columns and vertical median.
The remaining 6 changes (of needed total of 6 and 1/2 for order 13 case) with
complementary row (or column) are easily done by symmetric dotting. Order 11
case is a bit more complicated. To be able to use symmetric dotting at the end,
we need the rotations of medians and diagonals to produce a 3/2-change. This
can be accomplished by rotating medians 45 degrees counterclockwise again but
diagonals 135 degrees clockwise.
Checking the correctness of any of these charts should be easy, because
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in any of them every pair of complementary rows (or columns) has exactly
same set of symbols, only in different order. If there is correct amount of
changes between one pair of rows (and the median in odd order cases), then it
seems obvious that this is true for every such pair. Diagonals and medians keep
summing up correctly because they did so originally. Doing this Fermat style
has really helped us ”to get rid of all the calculations”, as Lucas pointed out. It
is unnecessary to check and add the numbers for every row, column and diagonal
of that finished magic square. The square is necessarily correct magic square
unless the author has been negligent(we have tried not to be) while reading the
instructions in his chart.
We can - like Fermat did - interchange the rows and columns of basic square
symmetrically and apply the same chart to produce another magic square. Here
we should, however, be careful. These prior row interchanges do not work with
charts with nonplanckian symbols (Symbols of our SET 2).
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Figure 3.1: Building order 12 magic square
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Figure 3.2: Building order 14 magic square
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Figure 3.3: Building order 13 magic square
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Figure 3.4: Building order 11 magic square
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3.3

Building bordered magic squares

We will show next that the Fermat style approach can be used to build bordered
squares of any size as well. Some hardship will be met on the order 4k+2
borders of the even order bordered square. It should be remarked here again,
that usually bordered squares are defined to be arithmetically bordered with
one layer borders. Ours will be one layer bordered as well, but - inspired by
Fermat - we will utilize geometrical bordering instead. This is accomplished by
rearranging within each border the coinciding entries of the basic square so that
their contribution to every ”magic” line is relative to the number of contributing
entries. Just like Fermat appears to have done with his bordered squares.
The odd order example presented first is for order 13. The diagonal and
median entries are rotated within each orbit exactly as in the two previous
examples for ordinary magic squares - in the order 4k+1 orbits as in Figure 3.3
and in the order 4k+3 orbits as in Figure 3.4. This leaves an even number of
exchanges to be done between opposite sides of every orbit. This has been done
remembering that in bordered square complementary pair of entries must occupy
opposite cells of their orbit - on sides they face each other either horizontally
or vertically, in corners diagonally. The alternating orbital structure should be
easily expandable if larger square is desired.
The even order example (order 12) is presented in the Figure 3.6. We found
it very difficult to rearrange the order 6 orbit’s entries of order 6 basic square
within that orbit so that the conditions for bordered square’s orbit would be met
and this solution would additionally provide mapping for the corner cluster of
any larger order 4k+2 orbit. Finally we discovered our alphabet block utilized
in order 12 square of Figure 3.6. The generalization of this block seemed to fail
first until we found that we should not try to divide it evenly into the corners
of orbit. If the Ee- and Ji- parts of the block are centered in the middle of the
horizontal sides, the entries of basic square coinciding with the cells of alphabetcluster can always be rearranged correctly within the cluster according to the
same alphabetic sequence which worked in order 6 case. It works like this: basic
square’s entries move according to the alphabetic sequence within the cluster
so that last one closes the chain and jumps to the cell of the first one - upper
case and lower case chains working separately. In this even order example’s
chart as well as in the previous odd order’s chart, we have used same or similar
substructures that were identified earlier from Fermat’s order 12 border’s chart
of M10.
We give in the last Figure 3.7 of this section proof for the fact that our
alphabet block, when spread appropriately over order 4k+2 orbit of a basic
square, is a SSB. The clustering of the alphabet-block was already described
above and it can be seen in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. We assume first that we
have an even order basic square . Let the order be N = 2n, 3 ≤ n. We
reduce first every entry by 1. Now the entries in basic square run from 0 to
N 2 − 1. We convert next the entries into base N and express them in the form
r + sN . After putting the entries in this form, they run now from 0 + 0N to
(2n − 1) + (2n − 1)N . Next we choose an order 4k + 2 orbit within our basic
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square. Let its order be M = 2m, 3 ≤ m ≤ n. The entries in the corners of this
orbit are (n − m) + (n − m)N , (n + m − 1) + (n − m)N , (n − m) + (n + m − 1)N
and (n + m − 1) + (n + m − 1)N . These and other coinciding entries of basic
square and alphabet block are shown in the upper cluster in Figure 3.7. The
entries are identified by the two ”digits” of their base N expression, units above
and ”tens”(or Ns) below. Our alphabet chart is presented for guidance inside
the upper basic block’s cluster. The chart worked fine in the order 10 orbit of
the order 12 square of Figure 3.6. If we now move the entries of this order M
orbit of order N square according our chart, the entries move to places shown
in the lower cluster of Figure 3.7. Checking the sums of opposite pairs gives
(2n − 1) + (2n − 1)N = N 2 − 1 for every pair. The 6-entry lines sum all up
to (6n − 3) + (6n − 3)N = 3N 2 − 3. After adding back 1 to every entry, these
sums are N 2 + 1 and 3N 2 + 3 as they should. Alphabet chart works hence in
any 4k+2 orbit of any even order square.
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Figure 3.5: Building order 13 bordered magic square
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Figure 3.6: Building order 12 bordered magic square
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Figure 3.7: Alphabet block is SSB
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3.4

Building perfect magic cubes of order 8n

The idea of changing entries of basic square between complementary rows - used
by Fermat and later by Planck - can be used in 3D as well. Planck develops
his ideas in [AND] even into 4D and beyond, but his index rod for order 8
cube 1 gives only simple magic cube i.e. the perpendiculars and triagonals
add up to magic constant, but not the diagonals. We will next show how to
build a perfect magic cube of order 8 by changing entries of basic cube between
complementary levels. This same method can be utilized to build a perfect magic
cube for any order 8n. It is a 3D version of one of the simplest 2D methods
to compose magic squares of order 4n. It is called ”La méthode des pointages”
by Descombes 2 and ”Méthode de ponctuation” 3 or ”Method of dotting” 4 by
Sesiano. And as we shall see, the job can be done by mere dotting. The only
difficult part is to compose an order 4 ”seed block” with required properties.
One such block is presented in Figure 3.8. We will get full order 8 symbol chart
by three consecutive inversions of this ”seed chart”(see Figure 3.9). In perfect
magic cube, entries of every unbroken line within the cube should sum up to
the magic constant, which in our order 8 case equals to 8A, where A is the
average value of cube’s entries i.e. (1 + 83 )/2 = 256, 5. We remark first that
in our full symbol chart, the cells with dots on any unbroken line are located
symmetrically around the middle point of the line - due to the inversions. Hence
the basic square’s entries in dotted cells of the line have same average value as
the entries in non-dotted cells of that line. And this is, of course, the average
value of all the entries of that line of cells too. So, if that line has exactly
four dotted cells and it interchanges the respective entries with complementary
set of entries with its complementary line, then both lines end up having same
average value with each other - and with the whole cube i.e. they sum up to
magic constant. Due to the inversions complementary lines have always same
amount of dots and the dots are located pairwise in opposite cells with respect
to the cube center. Hence our symbol chart of Figure 3.9 works as desired, if
there is exactly four dots in every unbroken line or, what is same, if there is
exactly two dots in every involved half-line of the seed block of Figure 3.8. The
three inverted versions of seed block need to have the same property too, but
they have it automatically, if the original seed block has it - due to just that
inversion. The rest is mere counting of dots. It is easy to verify that in seed
block every perpendicular - row, column and pillar - and every diagonal, that has
common cells with the full diagonals of the order 8 chart, has exactly two dots.
Even the half-triagonal starting from the corner, has exactly two dots though
this property is not needed here. Namely the triagonals of basic cube sum up
correctly already and any number of (inter-)changes within the triagonal will
not spoil this.
The cube can - if wanted - be realized by building first the full symbol chart
1 [AND,

p.308]
pp.227-232]
3 [SES1, pp.43-45]
4 [SES3, pp.45-47]
2 [DES,
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by three consecutive inversions, as we have already done in Figure 3.9, writing
then an order 8 basic cube(see Figure 3.10) and finally moving the entries of
basic cube into their new locations according to the instructions of the symbol
chart. We will then get the perfect order 8 magic cube in Figure 3.11.
A closer look at our cube reminded us of the Myers cube 5 that Martin
Gardner introduced on pp.221-224 of his Time Travel and Other Mathematical
Bewilderments(1988). Our cube seems to represent all the features Gardner
lists for the Myers cube. Ours is associative as well which implies, as Gardner
remarks, that ”the corners of any rectangular solid centered in the cube add
up to 2052 ”, 2052 being the magic constant of order 8 perfect normal magic
cube. Gardner continues: ”The [Myers] cube can be sliced into sixty-four order2 cubes, and the eight numbers in each of these cubes add up to the constant
[2052]! ” The same is true with our cube too. This follows from the fact that
when our seed block is sliced similarly into eight such cubes, in every one of
those cubes there is exactly one dot in every perpendicular. This implies that
the entries of basic cube corresponding the dotted and non-dotted cells of the
subcube have both same average value. After interchanging the dotted entries
to their complementary values, the subcube’s entries have same average value
as the entire cube. Hence they sum up to 2052.
Our cube has even more. Any one of the sixty-four order 2 subcubes of the
cube in Figure 3.11, can be sliced into two order 2 squares in any of the three
ways and the four entries in each of these squares sum up to 1026. This again
follows from the fact that in any corresponding order 2 square in seed block,
there is exactly one dot on every length-2 perpendicular.
Our method can be used to build any order 8n perfect normal magic cube
with all the same properties described above. This can be accomplished simply
by first piling n3 copies of our seed block to form an order 4n cube and then
doing the three consecutive inversions. This gives us an order 8n symbol cube
which can be used to transform an order 8n basic cube into an order 8n perfect
normal magic cube with properties listed above.

5 Myers cube can be found here
https://mathworld.wolfram.com/PerfectMagicCube.html
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Figure 3.8: Seed block for symbol chart of order 8 perfect magic cube

Figure 3.9: Symbol cube for order 8 perfect magic cube
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Figure 3.10: Order 8 basic cube

Figure 3.11: Order 8 perfect magic cube
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3.5

Frénicles empty cells problem - part 1

Frénicle presents in L1 as a challenge to Fermat his problem of magic square
with empty cells. He suggests a 12x12-square to be filled with less than 144 consecutive integers in such a way that every row, column and each of the diagonals
have same sum and same number of entries. The possible solution can always
be normalized, so, if such construction is possible, we can assume that the applied series of consecutive integers goes from 1 to 12K, where 3 ≤K≤11. Case
K=12 would be square with no empty cells and cases K=1 and K=2 are trivially impossible. Frénicle encourages Fermat to try case K=5 yielding to set of
consecutive integers from 1 to 60. Sum of the whole set is 60x(60+1)/2=30x61.
Clearly this is not divisible by 12. Hence the set of 60 integers is not divisible
into 12 groups of 5 integers all having the same ”magic” sum. The case K=5
proposed by Frénicle does not have a solution. More generally, for any K, the
sum of first 12K integers is 12K(12K+1)/2=6K(12K+1). This is not divisible
by 12 if K is odd. So Frénicle’s problem cannot have solutions for odd K. If
K is even, solutions exist for all values from 4 to 10. We will show next, how
Fermat could have constructed solutions for this problem. Every solution will
be constructed by using symbol blocks representing SSBs. The diagonal property of (square shaped) SSBs is not always needed and sometimes it cannot be
utilized.
Only three symbol blocks are needed in construction of the solutions of
this section. Cases K=4 and K=8 can be constructed using the simple 4x4chart obtained from Bachet’s order 4 example - the chart we get assuming basic
square is written from right to left. Case K=6 can be solved applying the
same block Fermat obtained from Bachet’s order 6 example(M7) and applied
already in construction of his own order 6 example(M8). The hardest case
K=10 needs two charts, the 6x6 one used in K=6 case and the 2x4 one Fermat
possibly used in constructing the single layer for M10. These three blocks are
introduced together in Figure 3.12 The 2x4-block is essentially the same as those
in Figure 2.19 though they slightly differ in appearance. These 2x4-blocks will
be frequently in use below, so we call them just F-blocks.

Figure 3.12: The three block types used in construction of solutions for Frénicle’s
problem in case N=12.
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In each case the set of consecutive integers will be divided into needed number of subsets with same average value, so that with each subset we can build
an adjusted basic square (or rectangle) with complementary rows and columns.
Upon them we use the ideas of Fermat and Planck by means of the symbol
charts mentioned above. Typically same chart multiple times, once for each
basic square or rectangle of same size and shape. The entries of these squares
and rectangles are then spread over the 12x12-square to produce the required
magic square with empty cells. We can do the spreading of any harmonized
block freely over the ”mother-square” as long as the entries of same row of the
block go to the same row of the ”mother-square” and the entries of same column
of the block go to the same column of the ”mother-square”. The spreading is
not always straightforward and diagonals need usually some additional fixing.
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3.5.1

N = 12, K = 4

This is pretty straightforward. We divide the available entries between three
4x4-squares, harmonize the squares and spread them over the 12x12-square.

Figure 3.13: N12K4
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3.5.2

N = 12, K = 6

Here the entries are divided between two 6x6-blocks. The intended spreading
does not work directly. Some adjusting is needed to make the diagonals sum
up correctly. After applying the proper chart to a- and b-block, we have interchanged the 3rd and the 4th row of the a-block and rotated the b-block 180
degrees (see Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.14: N12K6
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Figure 3.15: N12K6AID
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3.5.3

N = 12, K = 8

Straightforward again, as in K=4 case. Six 4x4-blocks here instead of three.

Figure 3.16: N12K8
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3.5.4

N = 12, K = 10

We base our solution here on the former solution of case K=6. We have simply
added 24 to every entry of that K=6 solution. This gives us correct 6-entrycontribution to every row and column and both of the diagonals. To get an
additional 4-entry-contribution for those lines, we have divided the remaining
entries symmetrically between six F-blocks as shown in Figure 3.18 Spreading
was performed as presented in Figure 3.17 Some extra adjustment was needed
within most of the F-blocks to get the desired red and blue entries hit the
diagonals.

Figure 3.17: N12K10
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Figure 3.18: N12K10AID
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3.6

Frénicles empty cells problem - part 2

We present in this section solutions for even N when N < 12. We remark first
that in general case of even N with K entries on each of the N lines, the sum of
all entries is NK(NK+1)/2 when entries run from 1 to NK. This is not divisible
by N if K is odd. Hence there can be solutions only for even K when N is even.

3.6.1

N = 6, K = 4

Three F-blocks do the job after some diagonal adjustment.

Figure 3.19: N6K4
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3.6.2

N = 8, K = 4

Two 4x4-blocks handled this. To meet the diagonal needs additional fixing was
done for both: first row was moved last, then first column was moved last. This
made their half-diagonals sum up to half of the sum of whole diagonal.

Figure 3.20: N8K4
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3.6.3

N = 8, K = 6

Six F-blocks sufficed here. Spreading of entries over 8x8-square was a bit more
challenging here and diagonal fixing offered some hardship.

Figure 3.21: N8K6
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3.6.4

N = 10, K = 4

Here we had to divide 40 entries between available block-sizes. One 4x4-block
and three F-blocks seemed the best option. After spreading them as shown in
Figure 3.22, we did not have to worry about diagonals. Choice of five F-blocks
would have caused a need for diagonal adjusting.

Figure 3.22: N10K4
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3.6.5

N = 10, K = 6

Dividing the 60 entries between appropriate - or any - combination of available
SSB:s, seemed impossible until we remembered our 20-entry-alphabet-block.
Choosing it leaves 40 entries nicely for five F-blocks. The spreading of blocks
over the 10x10-square and the needed diagonal adjustments are illustrated below
in Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.23: N10K6
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3.6.6

N = 10, K = 8

We ended up basing our solution on ten F-blocks here. Spreading was a bit
challenging and diagonals needed a lot of adjusting for six out of the ten Fblocks.

Figure 3.24: N10K8
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3.7

Frénicles empty cells problem - part 3

There naturally arose the question, if there is solutions for odd N - with even or
odd K. Nothing seemed directly to prove on behalf or against. The sudoku-grid
appeared to serve the most comfortable environment to try. And indeed , for
N=9, there is solutions for both odd and even K as we shall see next.

3.7.1

N = 9, K = 3

We divide the available 27 entries between three 3x3-blocks as shown in Figure
3.25 and harmonize them by applying to their basic formations the 3x3-chart
that is seated in the core of the chart of Figure 3.5. Although the sets of entries
for b- and c-square are asymmetric, they have same average value as the set for
a-square and after harmonizing, only their raising diagonals fail to add up to
42. C-square(c-block) needed minor fixing to make 10 and 23 hit the diagonals.

Figure 3.25: N9K3
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3.7.2

N = 9, K = 4

While solving this variation of the main problem, we ended up with formation
of entries spread over the sudoku-grid as shown in square C of Figure 3.26.
They are divided in three similar sub-formations. In Figure 3.27 we have first
harmonized a basic 3x6-rectangle with empty cells. This harmonized rectangle
together with its basic rectangle provides a CHART that can be used to harmonize other rectangles of same size and similar structure. We have packed
the entries of the above mentioned sub-formations into 3x6-rectangles (a-, band c-blocks in Figure 3.27) and applied this CHART upon them. We have
additionally adjusted the harmonized a- and c-block to get 5 and 20 on the descending diagonal. Some extra fixing was needed with a-block to get the empty
cells back at their original locations (See Figure 3.27 All performed row and
column interchanges have been marked.).

Figure 3.26: N9K4
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Figure 3.27: N9K4AID
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3.8
3.8.1

Frénicles empty cells problem - part 4
N even, K = 4, 6 or 8

Our goal in this last section dealing with the Frénicle’s empty cells problem, is
to show that for every even N (N > 4), there exist solutions for K = 4, 6 and 8
(K < N ). We show first, that even order square of any size greater than 4, can
be filled with F-blocks so that only diagonal cells are unoccupied. We will call
such squares F-squares. In Figure 3.28 we have examples for order 6 and order
8 F-squares. In addition to that, there is displayed a border structure that can
be added around any even order N F-square to form an order N+4 F-square.
Together with those two examples, this confirms the existence of desired even
order F-squares.
In Figure 3.29 we give an example, how to use F-squares. We have taken our
N6K4-solution from Figure 3.19 and added 12 to every entry. This gives us the
core for the N12K4-solution of Figure 3.29 where the 24 middle values are used of
the available set running from 1 to 48. The low and high values are then shared
between the three F-blocks inside order 6 F-square. After harmonizing the Fsquare’s F-blocks, we spread the F-square to the four corners of the recently
adjusted N6K4-solution to give the desired N12K4-solution.
Now, if we have found for some K solutions for all the cases N = K, K +
2, K +4, ..., 2K then, by expanding these solutions utilizing order K+2 F-squares
for every one of them in the same way as we did in our example, we get a new
set of solutions for same K in cases N = 2K + 2, 2k + 4, 2k + 6, ..., 3K + 2. By
continuing this way we get for K solutions for any even N case.
We notice now that for K = 4 we have found already solutions with N =
4, 6, 8, 10, 12. The full square case N = 4(no empty cells) can be used for
expanding purposes here as well as for any other values of K. Only the first
three cases N = 4, 6, 8 suffice to produce a solution of any even order with the
help of order 6 F-squares.
Similarly we notice that for K = 6 we have found solutions with N =
6, 8, 10, 12. This is just enough to produce - with the help of order 8 F-squares
- a solution of 6 entries per line for any even N.
For K = 8 correspondingly, we have found this far solutions with N =
8, 10, 12. Hence we need solutions for N = 14 and N = 16 to get - with the
help of order 10 F-squares - a solution for any wanted even order N. We end
this section by sketching the two needed solutions.
Figure 3.30 shows one way to create a N14K8-solution with three 4x4-blocks
and eight F-blocks. The entries in use here run from 1 to 112 and they are
easily shared between the blocks as needed. The 4x4-blocks A and C handle
the diagonals ”by nature”. The N16K8-solution is sketched in Figure 3.31. The
128 entries in use are shared among eight 4x4-blocks and diagonals are not a
problem here either.
All in all we have now confirmed that for Frénicle’s problem with K = 4,
K = 6 or K = 8 there exists a solution for every even N, N ≥ K.
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Figure 3.28: There exist F-squares for any even order greater than 4
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Figure 3.29: Order 6 F-square used to build a N12K4-square after having a
N6K4-solution.
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Figure 3.30: N14K8
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Figure 3.31: N16K8
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Appendix A

A.1

Another proof for Schroeppel’s 1976 result

This is not very closely related to anything else here, but was inspired by the
adopted geometric approach. The following provides a short and simple proof
for Richard Schroeppel’s 1976 result 1 for the entry in center cell of an order
5 perfect normal magic cube. It is presented on the next page. First order 5
perfect magic cube was found by Walter Trump and Christian Boyer in 2003. 2
It is smallest possible perfect magic cube.

1 http://www.multimagie.com/English/Schroeppel63.htm
2 The cube can be found here
http://www.multimagie.com/English/Perfectcubes.htm
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Figure A.1: Perfect 5 has 63 in center cell.
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